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1. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

1.1. Introduction 

A time series can – at least to some extent – be represented by an infinite sum of harmonic signals 

(sine or cosine functions). Such signals are defined by amplitude, period (or frequency) and phase. 

The Fourier Transform (FT) delivers information about those parameters. The Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) is a special implementation of the Fourier Transform, which works very efficiently. 

 

However, the FT assumes that amplitude, period and phase do not change with time but stay 

constant. So, in contrast to the wavelet analysis, the FT analysis provides no temporally-resolved 

information: in other words, there is no information when a specific wave is particularly active.  

 

In reality, no time series meets the assumption of infinite length. Furthermore, the FFT gets into 

trouble, when a time series start or stops immediatly. What happens here can be very well observed 

when analyzing a rectangular signal with the FT (Gibb’s phenomenon). In order to overcome at 

least this disadvantage, the time series can be multiplied by a window which makes the time series 

smoother at the beginning and the end (but leads to other disadvantages). 

 

Since fast algorithms require a specific length of the data series (power-of-two number of samples) 

and since the frequency resolution of the FT depends on the number of data points, zeros are often 

added to the times series at the beginng and the end. This is called zero-padding. But of course, 

you cannot derive any information which is not already in the data, no matter how many zeros you 

add.  

 

How to interpret the Fourier plot showing the power spectral density: 

 

• The maximum (or the maxima) of the power spectral density deliver the frequency 

(frequencies) of the oscillations, which are present at least over some time in the data series. 

• You can calculate the phase for these frequencies from your spectrum by deriving the arctan 

of the imaginary part divided by the real part. 

• In principle, you can also calculate the amplitude of the dominating oscillations from your 

spectrum; however, we do not need it for our tasks. 

 

1.2. Literature 

Bloomfield, P., 1976. Fourier Analysis of Time Series: An Introduction. Wiley. 

Brockwell, P. J., Davis, R. A., 1991. Time Series: Theory and Methods. Second edition. Springer. 

Press, W.H., Teukolsky, S.A., Vetterling, W.T., Flannery, B.P., 2007. Numerical Recipes The Art of 

Scientific Computing. Third edition. Hong Kong. 
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2. FFT in R 

First of all it is necessary to install all the packages that we will need for our project. In case the 

packages are installed already on your computer, you can of course skip this part. 

 

## Install Packages 

install.packages("ggplot2") 

install.packages("data.table") 

install.packages("signal") 

 

At the beginning of the R script we make sure to load all the necessary libraries that we need for 

our project. 

 

## Load Packages 

library(ggplot2) 

library(data.table) 

library(signal) 

 

In the next step we set the input file and the output path. 

 

## Load GRIPS time series 

datapath <- "D:/Tutorials/R/Fast_Fourier_Transform/Data/" 

data_out <- "D:/Tutorials/R/Fast_Fourier_Transform/Results/" 

files <- list.files(datapath) 

 

Since there are three GRIPS data sets available, we process each data set separately in a for loop 

and store it afterwards in a list. As a result, in a later step we are able to plot all three results in one 

single plot. 

 

Therefore, we need empty lists for the GRIPS data (df_y_list), the spectrum (df_spec_list), the 

amplitude (df_ampl_list) as well as the phase (df_phase_list). 

 

df_y_list <- list() 

df_spec_list <- list() 

df_ampl_list <- list() 

df_phase_list <- list() 

 

Start the for loop. 

 

for (f in files) { 
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For a better overview and due to the fact that we have three different data sets from different 

locations we subtract the instruments name (“GRIPS6”, ”GRIPS7”, “GRIPS16”) from the input file.  

 

  name <- sub("\\_.*", "", f) 

 

Afterwards it is possible to read the data with fread from the library data.table.  

 

  dt <- fread(paste0(datapath,f), na.strings = "NaN") 

   

In the next step we convert the data to a data table. 

 

  ## Convert data into a data table 

  GRIPS <- setDT(data.frame(time=dt$Zulu,temp=dt$Temp)) 

 

As aforementioned, for a better overview a title will be added to the plots. 

 

  title <- paste(name,"starting at",as.Date(GRIPS$time[1])) 

   

Alright, now let us visualize and save the time series of the original GRIPS data set. 

 

  ## Plot the time series 

  plot_grips <- ggplot(GRIPS,aes(x=time,y=temp))+ 

    geom_line()+ 

    ggtitle(title)+ 

    theme_light() 

   

  plot_grips 

ggsave(paste0(data_out,name,"_original.png"),plot=plot_grips) 

 

For a better overview we are now going to rename the data set into y and furthermore, check the 

length with the length() function. 

 

  y <- GRIPS$temp 

  length(y) 

 

In the next step we calculate some information about the so-called Nyquist frequency. 

 

## Information about the maximum frequency 

  # sampling Rate is 1 Minute 

  samplingRate <- 1 
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  Nyq.Freq <- 1/(2*samplingRate) 

 

Afterwards, it is possible to calculate the frequency. 

 

  ## Calculate the frequency (necessary for the y-axis) 

  samples <- 1/samplingRate 

  N <- length(y) 

   

  Freq <- c(0, 

            seq(1/(N*samples),(N/2-1)/(N*samples),by=1/(N*samples)), 

            1/(2*samples), 

            seq(-(N/2-1)/(N*samples),-1/(N*samples),by=1/(N*samples)) 

  ) 

  length(Freq) 

   

Due to the fact the the GRIPS data set (y) and the calculated frequency (Freq) do not have the same 

length, a so-called “zero-padding” is needed. Therefore, the first step is to code the nextn2 

functions as follows: 

 

  ## Zeropadding for frequency 

  nextn2 <- function(x){ 

    x<-nextn(x) 

    if (x %% 2 !=0){ 

      x<-nextn2(x+1) 

    } 

    return(x) 

  }  

   

  zeros <- nextn2(N)-N 

  Freq <- c(Freq,rep(0,zeros)) 

  length(Freq) 

 

Since we are going to calculate a two-sided FFT, we get negative as well as positive values for the 

frequency. This means that we are now going to select all positive values grater than 0 (>) in the 

frequency (Freq) data set. 

 

  ## We do not take into account values below 0 

  indices <- which(Freq > 0) 

  Freq <- Freq[indices] 

  length(Freq) 
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Afterwards, we can continue by removing the linear trend from the GRIPS data (y). As a result the 

new created y data now fluctuates around zero. 

 

  ## Remove the linear trend from the data set 

  x <- seq_along(y) 

  linear_trend <- lm(y ~ x) 

  y <- y-predict(linear_trend) 

## Plot data without linear trend 

  plot(y, type="l") 

 

Do not forget to window the y data with the hanning() function from the signal package. 

 

  ## windowing 

  y <- y*hanning(N) 

 

Now that the preparation of the GRIPS data (y) is done, we are going to store it in a list. 

 

  df_y <- list(data.frame(y,name)) 

  df_y_list <- append(df_y_list,df_y) 

 

Finally, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can be executed. 

 

  ## FFT 

  FFT <- fft(y) 

  ## normalize FFT 

  FFT <- FFT / length(FFT) 

  FFT <- FFT[indices] 

   

For a better understanding we are going to plot the results of the FFT. 

 

  ## Plot FFT   

  plot.data <- cbind(Freq=Freq,FFTmod=Mod(FFT)*2,name=name) 

  plot(plot.data, t="h", lwd=2, main=name, 

       xlab="Frequency (1/Min.)", ylab="Power Spectral Density (a.u.)") 

 

Due to the fact that we are going to create a plot with all three GRIPS data sets at the end of this 

code, we convert the data into a data frame. 

 

  plot.data <- as.data.frame(plot.data) 
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Sometimes it is necessary to get information about the amplitude and phase of the FFT. This can 

be done by using the Mod() and Arg() functions. 

 

  ## Information about the amplitude (power) and phase 

  FFT_ampl <- Mod(FFT)*2 

  FFT_phase <- Arg(FFT) 

   

Since we are programming in a for loop, we want to store the calculated data frames of the 

spectrum (df_spec), the amplitude (df_ampl), and the phases (df_phase) in a list. 

 

  ## Create a list to store the spectrum and the phase 

  df_spec <- list(plot.data) 

  df_ampl <- list(data.frame(Freq,FFT_ampl,name)) 

  df_phase <- list(data.frame(Freq, FFT_phase,name)) 

   

  ## Add df to list 

  df_spec_list <- append(df_spec_list,df_spec) 

  df_ampl_list <- append(df_ampl_list,df_ampl) 

  df_phase_list <- append(df_phase_list,df_phase) 

  

Last but not least, delete variables that you do not need any longer with rm(). 

  

  rm(df_spec,df_ampl,df_phase,df_y) 

} 

 

Great job! You’re killing it! 

 

Alright, let us visualize and save the results of the three GRIPS data sets. 

 

## Plot y (GRIPS data) 

data <- rbind(df_y_list[[1]],df_y_list[[2]],df_y_list[[3]]) 

y_pl <- ggplot(data,aes(x=1:nrow(data),y=y)) + 

  geom_line() + 

  facet_wrap(~name,dir="v",scale="free") + 

  xlab() + ylab() + 

  ggtitle(paste("Spectrum of FFT")) 

ggsave(paste0(data_out,name,"_windowed.png"),plot=y_pl) 

 

## Plot Spectrum 

spec <- rbind(df_spec_list[[1]],df_spec_list[[2]],df_spec_list[[3]]) 
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spec_pl <- ggplot(spec,aes(x=as.numeric(Freq),y=as.numeric(FFTmod))) + 

  geom_bar(stat="identity",position = 'dodge') + 

  facet_wrap(~name,dir="v") + 

  xlab("Frequency") + ylab(“Fast Fourier Transform”) + 

  ggtitle(paste("Spectrum of FFT")) 

ggsave(paste0(data_out,name,"_spectrum.png"),plot=spec_pl) 

 

## Plot amplitudes 

ampl <- rbind(df_ampl_list[[1]],df_ampl_list[[2]],df_ampl_list[[3]]) 

ampl_pl <- ggplot(ampl,aes(x=1/Freq,y=FFT_ampl)) + 

  geom_line() + 

  facet_wrap(~name,dir="v",scales="free") + 

  xlab("Period [min]") + ylab() + 

  ggtitle(paste("Amplitude of FFT")) 

ggsave(paste0(data_out,name,"_ampl.png"),plot=ampl_pl) 

 

## Plot phase 

phase <- rbind(df_phase_list[[1]],df_phase_list[[2]],df_phase_list[[3]]) 

phase_pl <- ggplot(phase,aes(x=1/Freq,y=FFT_phase)) + 

  geom_line() + 

  facet_wrap(~name,dir="v",scales="free") + 

  xlab("Period [min]") + ylab() + 

  ggtitle(paste("Phase of FFT")) 

ggsave(paste0(data_out,name,"_phase.png"),plot=phase_pl) 

 

2.1. R Packages 

Dowle, M., Srinivasan, A., 2021. data.table: Extension of `data.frame`. R package version 1.14.2. Online: 

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/data.table/data.table.pdf (last access: 31-Mar-2022) 

Ligges, U., Short, T., Kienzle, P., Schnackenberg, S., Billinghurst, D., Borchers, H.-W., Carezia, A., Dupuis, P., 

Eaton, J.W., Farhi, E., Habel, K., Hornik, K., Krey, S., Lash, B., Leisch, F., Mersmann, O., Neis, P., 

Ruohio, J., Smith III, J.O., Stewart, D., Weingessel, A., 2021. Signal: signal Processing. R package 

version 0.7.7; Online https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/signal/signal.pdf (last access: 30-Mar-

2022) 

Wickham, H., 2016. ggplot2: Elegant Graphics for Data Analysis. Springer-Verlag New York, 2016. Online: 

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/ggplot2.pdf (last access: 31-Mar-2022) 

 

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/data.table/data.table.pdf
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/signal/signal.pdf
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/ggplot2.pdf
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2.2. Results 

 

Figure 1: Windowed GRIPS6, GRIPS7, and GRIPS16 data sets. 

 

Figure 2: Plot of the spectrum of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for GRIPS6, GRIPS7, and GRIPS16. 
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Figure 3: Plot of the amplitudes of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for GRIPS6, GRIPS7, and GRIPS16. 

 

Figure 4: Plot of the phases of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for GRIPS6, GRIPS7, and GRIPS16. 

Great job!  


